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Abstract

Collagen fibers and their orientation greatly influence an artery’s mechanical
characteristics, determining its transversely isotropic behavior. It is gen-
erally assumed that these fibers are deposited along a preferred direction
to maximize the load bearing capacity of the vessel wall. This implies a
large spatial variation in collagen orientation which can be reconstructed in
numerical models using so-called reorientation algorithms. Until now, these
algorithms have used the classical continuum mechanics modeling framework
which requires knowledge of tissue-level parameters and the artery’s stress-
free reference state, which is inaccessible in a clinical context. We present
an algorithm to compute the preferred fiber distribution compatible with the
constrained mixture theory, which orients two collagen fiber families accord-
ing to the loading experienced by the isotropic non-collagenous extracellular
matrix, without requiring prior knowledge of the stress-free state. Because
consensus is lacking whether stress or stretch is the determining factor behind
the preferred fiber distribution, we implemented both approaches and com-
pared the results with experimental microstructural data of an abdominal
aorta. The stress-based algorithm was able to describe several experimen-
tally observed transitions of the fiber distribution across the intima, media
and adventitia.
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tissue

1. Introduction

Like many other types of biological tissue, arteries have the ability to adapt
to changes in their mechanobiological environment. Cells are able to alter
the extracellular matrix (ECM) by synthesizing new constituents or by se-
creting matrix enhancing or degrading products [1]. Out of the various ECM5

constituents, prior studies focused mainly on the collagen fibers because of
their important load bearing capacity, whereby their orientation defines the
artery’s transversely isotropic behavior. It has been hypothesized that cells
sense their mechanical environment and deposit the new fibers along a pre-
ferred direction to maximize the load bearing capacity of the vessel wall10

[1]. Numerical models can be used to calculate these directions of principal
stresses and strains, and consequently predict the fiber alignment through-
out the arterial wall according to a certain hypothesis. Driessen et al. first
proposed a computational model which aligned the fibers with the princi-
pal stretch directions [2]. Although promising results were obtained for the15

fiber alignment in heart valves, the typical helical structure found in arteries
could not be predicted. An adjusted model aligned the collagen fibers in be-
tween the first and second principal stretch directions [3]. The hammock-like
fiber structure in heart valves could be retrieved [4], as well as the collagen
architecture found in articular cartilage [5]. Additionally, the angular fiber20

distribution around the preferred fiber direction was also subjected to re-
modeling rules in an extended version of this model [6]. According to Taber
and Humphrey, stress and not strain is the driving force behind growth an
remodeling in arteries [7]. Therefore, Hariton et al. proposed a model re-
aligning the collagen fibers in between the first and second principal stress25

directions [8] and applied it on carotid bifurcations [9]. Besides these stretch-
or stress-based reorientation rules, others have implemented alternative laws
based on e.g. virtual energy [10], membrane theory [11] or on the minimiza-
tion of the total potential energy [12].
The constrained mixture theory was first described by Humphrey and Ra-30

jagopal and describes the stress state of different constituents in an in vivo
reference state using a constituent-specific deposition stretch with respect to
their individual, stress-free states [13]. Despite its continuum-level approach,
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the biofidelic assumptions with respect to the underlying microstructure ren-
der it an effective basis for various growth and remodeling frameworks and al-35

lows to account for different production and degradation processes while con-
sidering the different stresses experienced by the different constituents. More-
over, the constrained mixture theory allows to model the residual stresses in
patient specific arteries without the need of identifying the clinically inacces-
sible opened, stress-free configuration [14].40

Despite the microstructural motivation behind the aforementioned models,
collagen fiber distribution has not yet been studied within the framework of
the constrained mixture theory. Different studies superimposed the effect of
residual stress after finding the optimal fiber orientation [12, 15, 16], but did
not model both phenomena simultaneously.45

Fibroblasts and synthetic smooth muscle cells which are assumed to be em-
bedded in the non-collagenous, quasi-isotropic part of the ECM are responsi-
ble for synthesizing the collagen fibers [1, 17]. In the present study, we intro-
duce an algorithm which determines the fiber distribution according to the50

loading experienced by this non-collagenous ECM based on the constrained
mixture theory. Because consensus is lacking in literature, we implemented
both a stress- and stretch-based fiber distribution. As a first validation, we
compared the results of both methods to experimental microstructural data
from literature.55

The work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the constrained mix-
ture based constitutive model, the fiber distribution laws and their numerical
implementation. The results of the methods applied to an idealized abdom-
inal aorta are shown in Section 3, which are further discussed in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the most important conclusions.60
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Constrained mixture compatible material description

Arterial tissue can be described as a fiber-reinforced, incompressible, trans-
versely isotropic material as proposed by Gasser et al. [18]. It is assumed
to be composed of an isotropic hyperelastic non-collagenous ECM, and two
symmetrically oriented collagen fiber families. The total strain energy of the
mixture additively decomposes to:

Ψ = Ψ(e)(C(e)) + Ψ(c)(C(c),Mi,0)− p(J− 1), i = 4, 6, (1)

assuming incompressibility (J = det(F) = 1) and with C(e) and C(c) the
right Cauchy Green tensors of the isotropic matrix and collagen, respectively.
Mi,0 represents the main fiber direction of collagen family i in the reference
configuration. The non-collagenous ECM, mainly consisting of elastin, is
modeled using a Neo-Hookean material model:

Ψ(e) = C10(I
(e)
1 − 3), (2)

where I
(e)
1 is the first invariant of C(e) and C10 is a stress-like material pa-

rameter representing the matrix’ stiffness.
The collagen fibers’ contribution to the total strain energy function is con-
sidered to be:

Ψ(c) =
k1
2k2

∑
i=4,6

{exp(k2[(κI(c)1 + (1− 3κ0,k)I
(c)
i )− 1]2)− 1}, (3)

I
(c)
i = C(c) : Mi,0 ⊗Mi,0, i = 4, 6, (4)

with I
(c)
1 the first invariant of C(c) and I

(c)
i the pseudo invariants of C(c)

representing the stretch along the main fiber direction Mi,0. k1, k2 and κ0,k

represent the fiber stiffness, fiber stiffening and preferred fiber dispersion,
respectively.
According to the constrained mixture theory, different arterial constituents
are related to an individual stress-free state which is related to the in vivo
homeostatic reference state by a constituent-specific depostion stretch tensor
[19]. The constituent-specific right Cauchy Green tensor is defined as

C(j) = F(j)TF(j), with F(j) = FG(j) and j = e, c, (5)
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with F the total deformation gradient of the mixture with respect to the in
vivo reference configuration and G(j) the prestretch at which constituent j
is deposited [19]. Similar to other studies in which the constrained mixture
theory has been adopted [20, 21], the diastolic configuration is assumed to
be the reference configuration.
The second Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress tensor are calculated as

S(j) = 2
∂Ψ(j)

∂C
(6)

and

σ(j) = det(F)−1FS(j)F, (7)

respectively.
Collagen, having a high turn-over rate, has a deposition stretch g(c) in the
preferred direction of its fibers, which can be assumed to be independent of
the homeostatic state in matured arteries. The collagen-specific prestretch
of fiber family i is therefore defined as [22]

G
(c)
i = g(c)Mi,0 ⊗Mi,0 +

1√
g(c)

(I−Mi,0 ⊗Mi,0), i = 4, 6, (8)

with I the identity tensor.
In contrast to collagen, elastin is produced during perinatal development
and remains relatively stable thereafter. This implies that in a matured65

artery, the elastin underwent complex, multi-axial deformation which varies
throughout the tissue. The deposition stretch of the non-collagenous ECM
G(e) can be determined assuming isochoric deformation and static equilib-
rium in the in vivo reference configuration which is experiencing a known
luminal pressure [20, 23]. The axial component of G(e) is assumed to be70

known.

2.2. Constrained-mixture based fiber distribution

In this study, we propose a stress- and stretch-modulated fiber distribution
algorithm embedded in the constrained mixture theory. We hypothesize that
collagen fiber distribution is driven by either the tensile stresses or stretches
experienced by the non-collagenous ECM. We thereby consider a constant
collagen fiber type, content and deposition stretch g(c) throughout the wall
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layer.
The main collagen fiber direction Mi,0 is expressed in a coordinate system
defined by the directions of either the principal stress (k = σ) or principal
stretch (k = λ) experienced by the non-collagenous ECM:

M4,0 =cos γ0,ke
(e)
1,k + sin γ0,ke

(e)
2,k,

M6,0 =cos γ0,ke
(e)
1,k − sin γ0,ke

(e)
2,k,

(9)

with e
(e)
1,σ and e

(e)
2,σ the unit vectors defining the first and second principal di-

rection of σ(e)|F=I, respectively, and e
(e)
1,λ and e

(e)
2,λ the unit vectors defining the

first and second principal direction of C(e)|F=I, respectively. γ0,k is defined as

the preferred main fiber angle with respect to e
(e)
1,k (k = σ, λ), assuming both

fiber families are symmetrically oriented with respect to e
(e)
1,k. The preferred

main fiber angle is defined by the ratio of two stimulus functions s1,k and
s2,k:

γ0,k = arctan

(
s2,k
s1,k

)
. (10)

Similar to Driessen et al. who related the angular fiber distribution to the
ratio of the two maximal principal stretch directions [6], we assume that κ0,k,
used to characterize the distribution around the preferred angle, is governed
by the ratio of the two stimulus functions:

κ0,k =
1

3

s2,k
s1,k

. (11)

Depending on the adopted method, which can be either stress- or stretch-
based, the stimulus functions are specified as follows (with i = 1, 2):

si,k =

{
σ
(e)
i |F=I = e

(e)
i,σ · σ(e)|F=I · e(e)i,σ if k = σ,

λ
(e)
i |F=I =

√
e
(e)
i,λ ·C

(e)|F=I · e(e)i,λ if k = λ,
(12)

with σ
(e)
1 |F=I and σ

(e)
2 |F=I the first and second principal Cauchy stress com-

ponent and λ
(e)
1 |F=I and λ

(e)
2 |F=I the first and second principal stretch compo-

nent experienced by the non-collagenous ECM in the reference configuration.75
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2.3. Numerical implementation

This section combines Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and describes an analytical pro-
cedure to calculate the deposition stretches and corresponding collagen fiber
distribution throughout the arterial wall layers of a healthy human abdominal
aorta.80

2.3.1. Calculating deposition stretches and fiber distribution

To estimate the transmural collagen fiber distribution, the aorta is approached
as an axisymmetric thick-walled cylinder with an inner radius Rinner corre-
sponding to a diastolic pressure Pdias. For this regular geometry, the circum-
ferential (eΘΘ), axial (eZZ) and radial (eRR) axes are well-defined. Hence,
the deformation gradient with respect to the diastolic reference state after
extension and inflation using the incompressibility constraint is given as

F =

 1
λθθλzz

0 0

0 λθθ 0
0 0 λzz

 (13)

with λθθ and λzz the circumferential and axial stretch, respectively. λzz =
l/L , with L and l the reference and deformed axial length, respectively.
λθθ = r/R, with R and r the radial position in the reference and deformed
configuration respectively. Ensuring that the cylindrical shape is preserved
during the extension-inflation with no volume change, we derive an expression
of λθθ throughout the wall for a given λθθ,inner = rinner/Rinner [24]:

V = v

⇕
Lπ(R2 −R2

inner) = lπ(r2 − r2inner)

⇓

λθθ =
r

R
=

√(
λθθ,innerRinner

)2
+

R2−R2
inner

λzz

R
,

(14)

with V and v the cylindrical wall volume in the reference and deformed state.

From the force equilibrium of a thick-walled cylinder, a relationship between
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luminal pressure P and intramural stress is obtained [24]:

P =

∫ router

rinner

σθθ − σrr

r
dr, (15)

with σθθ and σrr the circumferential and radial component of the total intra-
mural stress tensor σ at radial position r.
The deposition stretchesG(e) andG

(c)
4,6 should enable static equilibrium of the

in vivo geometry experiencing the internal pressure measured at the reference
state, i.e. F = I throughout the entire wall. G(e) is assumed to characterize
an extension-inflation between the stress-free state and the reference state:

G(e) =


1

g
(e)
ΘΘg

(e)
ZZ

0 0

0 g
(e)
ΘΘ 0

0 0 g
(e)
ZZ

 (16)

with g
(e)
ΘΘ and g

(e)
ZZ the circumferential and axial deposition stretch of the

isotropic non-collagenous ECM, respectively. g
(e)
ΘΘ is dependent on the radial

position and defined as R/r0, with r0 the radial position in the stress-free
configuration. It has been hypothesized that G(e) originates from develop-
mental stretches [14]. Therefore, similar to equation 14, the distribution of

g
(e)
ΘΘ throughout the wall can be described as

g
(e)
ΘΘ =

R√(
Rinner

g
(e)
ΘΘ,inner

)2

+ g
(e)
ZZ(R

2 −R2
inner)

. (17)

For a known g
(e)
ΘΘ,inner and g

(e)
ZZ , the corresponding stress- or stretch-driven

transmural fiber distribution is determined using the equations stated in Sec-85

tion 2.2.

To compare with experimental data, which is typically measured on excised
samples, we need to derive the fiber distribution in the stress-free state.
Therefore, after finding the deposition stretches and collagen fiber distribu-
tion in the homeostatic reference state, Frel = diag( 1

λθθ,relλzz,rel
, λθθ,rel, λzz,rel)

is defined as the deformation gradient yielding an internal pressure P of
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0mmHg (see equation 15) and axial force N of 0N, which is defined as [24]:

N = 2π

∫ router

rinner

σzzrdr. (18)

This state is fully determined using equation 14.
Frel is then used to derive the preferred fiber direction in the stress-free state:

mi,rel =
FrelMi,0

|FrelMi,0|
, i = 4, 6. (19)

To compare with the experimental data reported in [25], we defined α0,k,i and
αrel,k,i, the positive angles between the preferred direction of fiber family i
in its respective state and the circumferential direction of the artery. For an
idealized cylinder with symmetrically oriented fiber families, the direction of
the maximal principal stress e1,σ and stretch e1,λ coincides with either the
axial or circumferential axis, such that both fiber families can be described
by a single fiber angle for each state:

α0,k = α0,k,i = |∠(Mi,0, eΘΘ)|, (20)

αrel,k = αrel,k,i =

∣∣∣∣∠(mi,rel,
FreleΘΘ

|FreleΘΘ|

)∣∣∣∣, (21)

with k = σ, λ and i = 4 or 6.
The collagen density ρ(ϕ) in the stress-free state corresponding to the pre-
ferred fiber directions and dispersion is calculated according to a π-periodic
Von Mises distribution, following [18]:

ρ(ϕ) =
2

a

√
b

2π

[
exp[b(cos(2(ϕ+ αrel,k)) + 1)] + exp[b(cos(2(ϕ− αrel,k)) + 1)]

]
,

(22)

with ϕ (−π
2
< ϕ < π

2
) the fiber angle with respect to the circumferential direc-

tion and b > 0 the concentration parameter directly related to κrel,k = κ0,k,
with k = σ, λ. For further details on this relationship, see [18]. The normal-90

ized fiber density is further calculated as ρ(ϕ) = ρ(ϕ)
max

−π
2 <ϕ<π

2

ρ(ϕ)
.
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2.3.2. Application on a human healthy abdominal aorta

Previously, Niestrawska et al. experimentally examined the collagen fiber mi-
crostructure of healthy human abdominal aortic tissue with non-atherosclerotic95

intimal thickening using second-harmonic generation imaging [25]. They
measured the fiber dispersion and the positive fiber angle with respect to
the circumferential axis of the artery in the released, i.e. stress-free state,
defined here as αrel,exp and κrel,exp respectively. They observed a clear dis-
tinction between the three arterial layers (intima, media, adventitia), and100

reported microstructural properties and thickness for each layer. They also
quantified the fiber distribution in all layers, which was symmetrical with
respect to the circumferential axis. In the same study, mechanical material
parameters of the adventitia, media and intima were obtained after fitting
a constitutive model to experimental planar biaxial test data. Furthermore,105

Holzapfel et al. reported a layer-specific axial prestretch g
(e)
ZZ [26]. The me-

dian values of all experimental data are shown in Table 1.

To reproduce the transmural distribution of the collagen fiber architecture,
the aorta was modeled with an inner radius in the reference state Rinner of
10mm, corresponding to a diastolic pressure Pdias of 80mmHg [27]. Equation

15 with F = I was solved to find the value of g
(e)
ΘΘ,inner for which the computed

P matches the desired diastolic pressure Pdias. A constant value of 1.1 for the
collagen fiber deposition stretch g(c) was used [19]. The cylindrical abdominal
aorta, consisting of the intima, media and adventitia is discretized using 5,
25 and 15 integration points throughout each layer respectively. Each layer
is modeled using the thicknesses H, mechanical properties C10, k1, k2 and
layer-specific axial prestretch g

(e)
ZZ as listed in Table 1. Following equation 14

and given g
(e)
ΘΘ,i=1 = g

(e)
ΘΘ,inner, g

(e)
ΘΘ for each integration point i throughout

the arterial wall is determined as:

g
(e)
ΘΘ,i =

Ri√(
Ri−1

g
(e)
ΘΘ,i−1

)2

+ g
(e)
ZZ,i−1(R

2
i −R2

i−1)

. (23)

The set of nonlinear equations 15 and 18 are solved to find λzz,rel and

λθθ,rel,inner, characterizing the stress-free state. The values of g
(e)
ΘΘ,inner, λθθ,rel,inner110

and λzz,rel are determined using the nonlinear system solver fsolve in Matlab
R2019a (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA).
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3. Results

The constrained mixture fiber distribution algorithm was tested on an ide-
alized geometry of an abdominal artery. The deposition stretches and cor-115

responding fiber distribution were determined to obtain static equilibrium
of the in vivo geometry experiencing a known internal pressure, for both a
stress- or stretch based fiber distribution method.
The stimuli experienced by the isotropic non-collagenous ECM for both the
stress- and stretch-based constrained mixture fiber distribution method are120

shown on Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The results are shown throughout the
arterial wall, i.e. radial position, at each integration point (depth of 0µm-
200µm: intima; depth of 200µm-700µm: media; depth of 700µm-1000µm:
adventitia). The orientations of the first and second principal stress (k = σ)

or stretch (k = λ) directions e
(e)
1,k and e

(e)
2,k are shown on top of the graph and125

can vary between the arterial layers.

The resulting microstructural parameters in the released state, averaged over
the integration points of each arterial layer are shown in Table 2. The last
column shows the experimental values [25].130

The microstructural parameters α0,k and κ0,k are used to construct the nor-
malized fiber density ρ(ϕ) throughout the thickness in the released state,
using equation 22. The resulting heatmaps for both algorithms are shown
on Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively. A representative heatmap of the135

experimentally observed fiber distribution is shown on Figure 3c (adapted
from [25]).
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4. Discussion

Our work is driven by the hypothesis that collagen fibers are oriented in an
optimal configuration which depends on the external loading of the artery.140

It has become generally accepted that collagen fibers reorient to maximize
the load-bearing capacity of the arterial wall [1, 6, 9]. This rationale is now
combined with the constrained mixture theory in which deposition stretches
enable static equilibrium in the homeostatic reference configuration under
the loads present in this configuration [20]. We assume that fibers are ori-145

ented based on the homeostatic stress or stretch experienced by the isotropic
non-collagenous ECM in which the collagen fibers are deposited. This is
a key difference with previous models [2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 16] where the load or
deformation exerted on the entire material determines the fiber orientation.
We believe that our approach increases the biofidelity of the fiber distri-150

bution algorithm, since the fibroblasts and synthetic smooth muscle cells
responsible for synthetizing the fibers are assumed to be embedded in this
non-collagenous, isotropic ECM.

Comparison of the stress- and stretch-based constrained mixture155

fiber distribution algorithms
Considering the lack of consensus whether stretch or stress is the driving fac-
tor behind the way fibers are oriented, we implemented both in the framework
of the constrained mixture theory and compared their performance. For both
methods, we were able to retrieve the diastolic state in which each constituent160

is related to its respective stress-free state. The variation of the microstruc-
tural parameters between the three arterial sublayers, i.e. intima, media
and adventitia, was larger for the stress-based compared to the stretch-based
algorithm, see Table 2, Figures 3a and 3b. We modeled the artery as a cylin-
drical wall consisting of these arterial layers each with a distinct mechanical165

behavior, see C10, k1 and k2 shown in Table 1. This introduced sharp tran-
sitions of the stress-based stimulus functions across the arterial layers, see
Figure 1. The first principal stress direction switched from a circumferen-
tial orientation in the intima and media towards an axial orientation in the
adventitia. On the other hand, the stretch-based stimulus functions did not170

show similar sharp transitions, because the circumferential stretch, used to
define the circumferential deposition stretch corresponding to s1,λ in Figure
2, is continuous across the arterial layers. The small difference between the
layers can be attributed to the different values for g

(e)
ZZ . Also note that in the
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stretch-based case, the first and second principal stretch directions were ori-175

ented along the circumferential and axial direction respectively in all arterial
sublayers, see Figure 2.

Comparison with experimental data
To validate the implemented algorithms, the results of the proposed meth-180

ods were compared with experimentally obtained distribution of fibers of a
human abdominal aorta. The collagen distribution of this tissue has been
extensively studied using various visualization techniques [25, 28, 29]. All
studies reported similar results in terms of collagen distribution. This study
focuses on [25] because they performed additional layer-specific planar bi-185

axial experiments. As illustrated on Figure 3c, a distinct difference in the
structural characteristics between the three arterial sublayers, i.e. intima,
media and adventitia, was visible. A dispersed structure is observed for the
intima layer (αrel,exp = 3.25◦ and κrel,exp = 0.26). The media is character-
ized by two fiber families, more oriented along the circumferential direction190

(αrel,exp = 6.91◦ and κrel,exp = 0.21), while the collagen fibers in the ad-
ventitia are more wavy, directed along the axial direction (αrel,exp = 77.53◦

and κrel,exp = 0.23). They reported a slightly smaller fiber angle in the me-
dia layer compared to [28]. Both the intima-media and media-adventitia
are separated by transition layers. Moreover, Niestrawska et al. reported a195

layer-specific out-of-plane dispersion. While this dispersion is an important
characteristic of aneurysmatic tissue, little out-of-plane dispersion was ob-
served for healthy abdominal aortic tissue [25]. Accordingly, we decided to
omit this when modeling the arterial wall.
The abrupt transitions between the arterial layers of the experimentally ob-200

served fiber distribution are more consistent with the results generated by
the stress-based fiber distribution method, compared to the stretch-based
model (see Figure 3). It is also in line with the conclusion of [7] which stated
that stress is the driving factor behind growth and remodeling in arterial
tissue. In the remainder of this section, we therefore only focus on the stress-205

based method when comparing the computed data with the experimental
results. Considering the fiber angle in the released state (see Table 2), we
were able to qualitatively predict the transitions between the arterial lay-
ers. The fiber angle increases radially, starting from a fiber direction close
to the circumferential direction in the intima (αrel,σ = 10.67◦), towards a210

fiber angle which is increasingly oriented towards the axial direction in the
media (αrel,σ = 34.99◦) and adventitia (αrel,σ = 54.23◦). Considering the
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fiber dispersion (see Table 2), we observed a highly anisotropic intima layer
(κrel,σ = 0.06), while the fibers in the media and adventitia show a higher
dispersion value (κrel,σ = 0.22 and κrel,σ = 0.25, respectively). To the au-215

thors’ knowledge, reconstructing an experimental fiber orientation at this
scale using a computational algorithm has not been attempted before. Until
now, most fiber reorientation algorithms have used the classical modeling
framework which requires the knowledge of a stress-free reference state and
tissue-level parameters. Using the constrained mixture theory allows for a220

better physiological comprehension of the fiber distribution. In that respect,
we imposed a layer-specific axial prestretch g

(e)
ZZ obtained from experiments

[26] which facilitated a representative reconstruction of a layer-specific fiber
distribution. This axial prestretch, representing the overall axial loading, is
mainly due to the presence of elastin in the arterial wall [14] and explains225

why this is assigned to G(e).

Comparison with other methods
Other reorientation algorithms have successfully predicted the fiber distri-
bution in various tissues such as mitral valves [2, 4], carotid arteries [9, 31],230

articular cartilage [5] and cornea [32]. The most significant difference be-
tween these kind of tissues is the mechanical surrounding environment which
dictates the fiber distribution. In the current study, the method has been
demonstrated on large, elastic arteries for which its behavior is described
using the presented constitutive equations. This method can also be applied235

on smaller arteries with minor modifications according to their distinctive
mechanical environment and their physiology.
It is important to differentiate the presented method from other constrained
mixture based growth and remodeling methods. These methods can include
implicit mechanisms to account for fiber reorientation by relating the col-240

lagen production rate to the loading experienced by the fibers [33]. Other
constrained mixture algorithms have explicitly modeled the reorientation of
deposited fibers over time [34, 35, 36]. In contrast to these methods, the
discussed method determines the fiber distribution in accordance with the
deposition stretches that are in equilibrium with the in vivo homeostatic245

reference geometry and the external loading, excluding the long-term re-
modeling of collagen fibers due to e.g. supraphysiological loading conditions.

Limitations and future perspectives
Despite some qualitative similarities of the stress-based algorithm, two clear250
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differences between the modeled and experimental data are noticeable. First,
the intimal fiber dispersion is underestimated. Second, the fiber angle of the
media is predicted to be higher compared to the experimental fiber angle.
Both differences may be due to the way the fiber distribution is modeled in
the intimal layer. In the case study that we considered, which is based on255

the measurements of [25], we are dealing with a sample with significant non-
atherosclerotic intimal thickening. Most collagen fibers in the intimal layer
were distributed by the algorithm with a low dispersion in the circumferential
direction, accounting for most of the circumferential stress, inducing ‘stress
shielding’ [30]. This effect propagated further in the arterial wall leading260

to a decrease of the stimulus s1,σ and a corresponding increase of the ratio
between both stimuli in the media, see Figure 1.
Additionally, blood flow and its interaction with the arterial wall was ne-
glected. It is likely that the blood flow dynamics plays a prominent role on
the collagen fiber deposition orientation which is not captured by the pro-265

posed method [1]. The corresponding shear stresses are sensed by endothelial
cells and may induce remodeling processes affecting the collagen fiber dis-
tribution throughout the arterial layers [1]. Further research is therefore
necessary to assess the role of the fluid-structure interaction on the collagen
fiber distribution of the thickened intimal layer.270

All collagen fibers, independent of the arterial sublayer in which they are em-
bedded, were subjected to the same distribution law. Moreover, a constant
value of the fiber deposition stretch g(c) has been used, following [20, 21].
However, qualitatively observable differences of the fiber waviness between
the arterial layers suggests that g(c) is not constant throughout the arterial275

layer. Therefore, following [19], having a layer-specific g(c) may lead to a
better estimation of the fiber morphology. In addition, the axial prestretch
is another important input parameter which needs to be determined in vitro
[26].
The algorithm is illustrated on an axisymmetric thick-walled cylinder for280

which the axial, circumferential and radial directions are well-defined and
an analytical expression is available to find the deposition stretches and cor-
responding fiber distributions. However, the applicability of fiber orienta-
tion algorithms is defined by their capability to obtain fiber directions for
complex geometries with irregular curvatures for which the element-wise cir-285

cumferential and axial directions are not easily defined. Using the presented
method, there is no need to estimate opening angles to account for the resid-
ual stresses, omitting the need for a perfect cylindrical model. An important
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next step is to investigate the applicability and convergence behavior of the
presented constrained mixture fiber distribution methods in patient-specific290

arteries.
Finally, material parameters were used which were derived from planar bi-
axial experiments [25]. These parameters were identified using the classical
approach, for which the excised, stress-free configuration is defined as the ref-
erence state. However, adopting the constrained mixture theory also affects295

the material parameters. Accordingly, Maes et al. developed an iterative
fitting approach which generates material properties compatible with the
constrained mixture theory [21]. We suggest to expand this fitting method
by deriving the fiber distribution, using equations 9, 10 and 11 throughout
the iterative fitting process, using the current deposition stretches within300

each iteration. This effectively reduces the number of parameters to be fit-
ted, since the main fiber directions and dispersion are now fully defined by
our algorithm.
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5. Conclusion305

In this study we introduced a constrained mixture based algorithm which
defines the collagen orientation distribution throughout the arterial wall ac-
cording to the loading experienced by the non-collagenous part of the ECM.
We tested both stress- and stretch-driven fiber orientation, applying both
approaches on a human abdominal aorta, modeled as a perfect cylinder,310

and compared with microstructural data from literature. The stretch-based
method predicted a fairly uniform fiber distribution throughout the thick-
ness while the stress-based method was able to predict the experimentally
observed sharp transitions of the fiber distribution between the arterial sub-
layers.315
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Tables

Table 1: Median values of the layer-specific thickness, material and microstructural prop-
erties of abdominal aortic tissue. The in vivo thickness (H), material (C10, k1, k2) and
microstructural (αrel,exp, κrel,exp) properties are taken from [25]. The axial prestretch

g
(e)
ZZ is taken from [26], after multiplying the in situ axial prestretch after excision with
the layer-specific axial prestretch after separation. The microstructural properties are
given in the released, i.e. stress-free, state.

Intima Media Adventitia Source
H [mm] 0.20 0.50 0.30 [25]
C10 [kPa] 16.90 8.00 1.89 [25]
k1 [kPa] 7.79 11.68 0.36 [25]
k2 [-] 139.10 7.18 45.88 [25]

αrel,exp [◦] 3.25 6.91 77.53 [25]
κrel,exp [-] 0.26 0.21 0.23 [25]

g
(e)
ZZ [-] 1.15 1.24 1.31 [26]
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Table 2: The resulting microstructural parameters in the released state, calculated by the
stress-based (k = σ) and stretch-based (k = λ) reorientation algorithm averaged over the
arterial layers (I=intima; M=media; A=adventitia), as well as the experimental values
(k = exp) observed by [25]. I=intima; M=media; A=adventitia.

Stimulus
k = σ

Stimulus
k = λ

Experimental
k = exp [25]

I
αrel,k[

◦]
κrel,k[−]

10.67
0.06

40.85
0.13

3.25
0.26

M
αrel,k[

◦]
κrel,k[−]

34.99
0.22

45.74
0.18

6.91
0.21

A
αrel,k[

◦]
κrel,k[−]

54.23
0.25

48.87
0.23

77.53
0.23
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Figure 1: The stimuli experienced by the isotropic non-collagenous ECM for the stress-
based constrained mixture reorientation method. The stimulus along the first principal
stress direction is shown in red, the stimulus along the second principal stress direction
is shown in blue. For each radial position, the first and second principal stress directions
are shown in terms of the axial (eZZ), circumferential (eΘΘ) and radial (eRR) direction.
I=intima (shaded blue area); M=media (shaded green area); A=adventitia (shaded red
area).
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Figure 2: The stimuli experienced by the isotropic non-collagenous ECM for the stretch-
based constrained mixture reorientation method. The stimulus along the first principal
stretch direction is shown in red, the stimulus along the second principal stretch direction
is shown in blue. For each radial position, the first and second principal stretch directions
are shown in terms of the axial (eZZ), circumferential (eΘΘ) and radial (eRR) direction.
I=intima (shaded blue area); M=media (shaded green area); A=adventitia (shaded red
area).
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(a) k = σ (b) k = λ

(c) Experimental

Figure 3: Fiber distribution of a healthy human abdominal aorta with non-atherosclerotic
intimal thickening in function of the fiber angle ϕ with respect to the circumferential axis in
the stress-free state, calculated by the stress-based (3a) and stretch-based 3b constrained
mixture based fiber distribution algorithm. I=intima; M=media; A=adventitia. The
experimentally observed fiber distribution is illustrated by a representative example (3c,
adapted from [25]). A red color indicate a high collagen fiber density, a blue color indicated
a low collagen fiber density.
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